KWGA Scoring Policy
In 2022 we will introduce live scoring to all KWGA events. The official process for scoring will
be as follows:
Each foursome will run at least 2 scoring channels - 1 electronic and 1 paper record. 2 KWGA
Scorecards will be printed for each foursome - but if more are needed, normal golf course cards
can be used.
The Electronic Channel
The person logged in to the electronic scorecard, should input scores for all four players. Open
the App - select the Event you are playing. In the Live tournament section, select Post Scores.
Select YES next to each player in your foursome and select Play Golf. After each hole add
scores for all 4 players. If you run into any issues, don’t worry, you can add the scores later, just
make sure you keep the scores.
The Paper Channel
The person doing the paper scoring shall also score for all four players (or it can be split so one
person scores for the two in the other cart). Please ensure that the event items are captured on
the paper scorecard as the electronic system may not be able to accommodate it. For example
- if the event is most fairways - there will be a line specifically for this to be recorded or the paper
copy.
The Consolidation Process
At the end of the round, we ask that the foursome compare the two scoring channels and verify
they are accurate and match. At this time the group should work through any differences
together if there are any. The scorecard gets signed by one from each pair to attest and then
gets turned in.
The turned in scorecard is the confirmation that the Live Score is correct and that the
foursome agree that the score is Final. The paper scorecard will be reviewed for the event (if
there is one). Please turn in your scorecard BEFORE you pack your clubs away so that
everything can be finalized as soon as possible.
Live Leaderboard
A live leaderboard will be displayed in the clubhouse during the event. Note that until the paper
scorecard is turned in, changes may still occur which can change the score displayed in the
clubhouse.
Announcement of Winners
The announcement of winners can only be made once all the scorecards are turned in.
It is still each player's responsibility to ensure that their scores are posted correctly.
Don’t just leave it to someone else and then at the end try and remember what happened.

